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The American
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White House
bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive
insider narrative of Donald Trump's unique presidency with shocking new reporting
and insight into its implications. "I alone can fix it." So went Donald J. Trump's
march to the presidency on July 21, 2016, when he accepted the Republican
presidential nomination in Cleveland, promising to restore what he described as a
fallen nation. Yet over the subsequent years, as he has undertaken the actual work
of the commander in chief, it has been hard to see beyond the daily chaos of
scandal, investigation, and constant bluster. It would be all too easy to mistake
Trump's first term for one of pure and uninhibited chaos, but there were patterns
to his behavior and that of his associates. The universal value of the Trump
administration is loyalty - not to the country, but to the president himself - and
Trump's North Star has been the perpetuation of his own power, even when it
meant imperiling our shaky and mistrustful democracy. Leonnig and Rucker, with
deep and unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., tell of rages and
frenzies but also moments of courage and perseverance. Relying on scores of
exclusive new interviews with some of the most senior members of the Trump
administration and other firsthand witnesses, the authors reveal the forty-fifth
president up close, taking readers inside Robert Mueller's Russia investigation as
well as the president's own hap-hazard but ultimately successful legal defense.
Here for the first time certain officials who have felt honor-bound not to publicly
criticize a sitting president or to divulge what they witnessed in a position of trust
tell the truth for the benefit of history. This peerless and gripping narrative reveals
President Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how decision making in his
administration has been driven by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and selfaggrandizement - but a logic nonetheless. This is the story of how an unparalleled
president has scrambled to survive and tested the strength of America's
democracy and its common heart as a nation.

The Crazyladies of Pearl Street
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Shanghai Girls
American mass culture's conservative response to the Great Depression and the
coming of World War II

Passenger on the Pearl
The American A social comedy about Christopher Newman, an American
businessman on his first tour of Europe. Along the way, he finds a widow from an
aristocratic French family.

Resources in Education
A textbook tracing the development of English literature from 450 A.D. to the
1950's.

Crash Course in Readers' Advisory
This Proud Heart
Steinbeck records his emotions and experiences during a journey of rediscovery in
his native land

El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2000
Depicts the Chinese countryside life in the early years of the twentieth century.

Pearl in the Sand
George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his captivating stage
presence and outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he braved
new frontiers in Star Trek, he woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth
country at war with his father's--and their entire family forced from their home into
an uncertain future. In a stunning graphic memoir, Takei revisits his haunting
childhood in American concentration camps, as one of over 100,000 Japanese
Americans imprisoned by the U.S. government during World War II. Experience the
forces that shaped an American icon--and America itself--in this gripping tale of
courage, country, loyalty, and love.

A Study Guide for Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter
A WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER The biggest problem in American health care is
us Do you know how to tell good health care from bad health care? Guess again.
As patients, we wrongly assume the "best" care is dependent mainly on the newest
medications, the most complex treatments, and the smartest doctors. But
Americans look for health-care solutions in the wrong places. For example,
hundreds of thousands of lives could be saved each year if doctors reduced
common errors and maximized preventive medicine. For Dr. Robert Pearl, these
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kinds of mistakes are a matter of professional importance, but also personal
significance: he lost his own father due in part to poor communication and
treatment planning by doctors. And consumers make costly mistakes too: we
demand modern information technology from our banks, airlines, and retailers, but
we passively accept last century's technology in our health care. Solving the
challenges of health care starts with understanding these problems. Mistreated
explains why subconscious misperceptions are so common in medicine, and shows
how modifying the structure, technology, financing, and leadership of American
health care could radically improve quality outcomes. This important book proves
we can overcome our fears and faulty assumptions, and provides a roadmap for a
better, healthier future.

The Dante Club
Everything was Better in America
“I present to you . . . the truth about this man’s death and my life.” Baltimore,
1849. The body of Edgar Allan Poe has been buried in an unmarked grave. The
public, the press, and even Poe’s own family and friends accept the conclusion that
Poe was a second-rate writer who met a disgraceful end as a drunkard. Everyone,
in fact, seems to believe this except a young Baltimore lawyer named Quentin
Clark, an ardent admirer who puts his own career and reputation at risk in a
passionate crusade to salvage Poe’s. As Quentin explores the puzzling
circumstances of Poe’s demise, he discovers that the writer’s last days are riddled
with unanswered questions the police are possibly willfully ignoring. Just when
Poe’s death seems destined to remain a mystery, and forever sealing his ignominy,
inspiration strikes Quentin–in the form of Poe’s own stories. The young attorney
realizes that he must find the one person who can solve the strange case of Poe’s
death: the real-life model for Poe’s brilliant fictional detective character, C. Auguste
Dupin, the hero of ingenious tales of crime and detection. In short order, Quentin
finds himself enmeshed in sinister machinations involving political agents, a female
assassin, the corrupt Baltimore slave trade, and the lost secrets of Poe’s final
hours. With his own future hanging in the balance, Quentin Clark must turn master
investigator himself to unchain his now imperiled fate from that of Poe’s. Following
his phenomenal debut novel, The Dante Club, Matthew Pearl has once again
crossed pitch-perfect literary history with innovative mystery to create a
beautifully detailed, ingeniously plotted tale of suspense. Pearl’s groundbreaking
research–featuring documented material never published before–opens a new
window on the truth behind Poe’s demise, literary history’s most persistent
enigma. The resulting novel is a publishing event that, through sublime
craftsmanship, subtle wit, and devious twists, does honor to Poe himself From the
Hardcover edition.

American Dirt (Oprah's Book Club)
The Book of Pearl
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El-Hi Textbooks in Print
From “America’s librarian” and NPR books commentator Nancy Pearl comes an
emotional, “Anne-Tyler-esque” (Library Journal) debut novel about an unlikely
marriage at a crossroads. George and Lizzie are a couple, meeting as college
students and marrying soon after graduation, but no one would ever describe them
of being soulmates. George grew up in a warm and loving family—his father an
orthodontist, his mother a stay-at-home mom—while Lizzie was the only child of
two famous psychologists, who viewed her more as an in-house experiment than a
child to love. After a decade of marriage, nothing has changed—George is happy;
Lizzie remains…unfulfilled. But when George discovers that Lizzie has been
searching for the whereabouts of an old boyfriend, Lizzie is forced to decide what
love means to her, what George means to her, and whether her life with George is
the one she wants. With pitch-perfect prose and compassion and humor to spare,
George and Lizzie is “a richly absorbing portrait of a perfectly imperfect marriage,”
(Amy Poeppel, author of Small Admissions), and “a story of forgiveness, especially
for one’s self” (The Washington Post).

America Reads
Receiving a call from the State Department that her daughter Pearl has been
protesting global violence by chaining herself to a flagpole at the American
embassy in Dublin and refusing to eat, liberal New Yorker and single mother Maria
Meyers heads to Ireland to save her daughter, while Pearl's surrogate father,
Joseph Kasperman, flies in from Rome to help. Reader's Guide available. Reprint.
35,000 first printing.

Computer Studies
The Pearl
DISCOVER THE NOVEL BEHIND THE BRILLIANT NEW TV DRAMA 'Though on the
morning after the election disbelief prevailed, especially among the pollsters, by
the next everybody seemed to understand everything' When celebrity aviator,
Charles A. Lindbergh, wins the 1940 presidential election on the slogan of 'America
First', fear invades every Jewish household. Not only has Lindbergh blamed the
Jews for pushing America towards war with Germany, he has negotiated an
'understanding' with the Nazis promising peace between the two nations. Growing
up in the 'ghetto' of Newark, Philip Roth recounts his childhood caught in the
stranglehold of this counterfactual nightmare. As America sinks into its own dark
metamorphosis and Jewish families are torn apart, fear and uncertainty spread.
Who really is President Lindbergh? And to what end has he hijacked America?

The Poe Shadow
Here's quick access to more than 490,000 titles published from 1970 to 1984
arranged in Dewey sequence with sections for Adult and Juvenile Fiction. Author
and Title indexes are included, and a Subject Guide correlates primary subjects
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with Dewey and LC classification numbers. These cumulative records are available
in three separate sets.

The United States Army and Navy Journal and Gazette of the
Regular and Volunteer Forces
This New York Times–bestselling novel by the Nobel Prize–winning author of The
Good Earth is an affecting portrait of interracial love in postwar Japan. Pearl S.
Buck’s The Hidden Flower centers on the relationship between a Japanese student
and an American soldier stationed in postwar Japan. The Japanese student’s father
worked in the United States as a doctor, but had to flee to Kyoto to avoid
imprisonment in an internment camp. The American soldier has inherited his
family’s estate in Virginia, where interracial marriage is forbidden. Against such
forces, and without the help of their families, how can the love between the young
pair—and the future of their child—flourish? The Hidden Flower is an emotionally
astute and moving exploration of a taboo love across cultures. This ebook features
an illustrated biography of Pearl S. Buck including rare images from the author’s
estate.

Travels with Charley
Can a Canaanite harlot who made her living enticing men be a fitting wife for a
leader of Israel? Shockingly, the Bible’s answer is yes. This 10th anniversary
edition of Pearl in the Sand includes new features that will invite you into the
untold story of Rahab’s journey from lowly outcast to redeemed child of God.
Rahab’s home is built into a wall, a wall that fortifies and protects the City of
Jericho. However, other walls surround her too, walls of fear, rejection, and
unworthiness… Years of pain and betrayal have wounded Rahab’s heart—she
doubts whether her dreams of experiencing true love will ever come true… A
woman with a wrecked past—a man of success, of faith of pride. A marriage only
God would conceive! Through the heartaches of a stormy relationship, Rahab and
Salmone learn the true source of one another’s worth and find healing in God.

Saturday Review
A Study Guide for Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The Scarlet Letter," excerpted from
Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students.This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.

1974-75 NCTE Guide to Teaching Materials for English, Grades
7-12
Patricia Pavlik is the most dangerous woman in America. That is, if only she could
get back to America. But the government can't afford to let that happen. Left
behind in Vietnam decades ago, she's still trying to come home. And if she does,
all hell will break loose.Quintyn Ames is 8,500 miles away, in America. He's a
government researcher and known to be a troublemaker. He believes Patrica is still
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there, and he is determined to get at the truth. And against all forces, try to bring
Lt. Patricia Pavlik home.

Kinfolk
Pacific Coast Musical Review
In the 1930s, as her second marriage approaches, a brilliant and independent
sculptor faces tensions between her art and everyday life in this novel by the
author of The Good Earth. This Proud Heart narrates the experience of a gifted
sculptor and her struggle to reconcile her absorbing career with society’s domestic
expectations. Susan Gaylord is talented, loving, equipped with a strong moral
sense, and adept at anything she puts her hand to, from housework to playing the
piano to working with marble and clay. But the intensity of her artistic calling
comes at a price, isolating her from other people—at times, even from her own
family. When her husband dies and she remarries, she finds herself once again
comparing the sacrifice of solitude to that of commitment. With a heroine who is
naturalistic yet compellingly larger than life, This Proud Heart is incomparable in its
sympathetic study of character. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Pearl S. Buck including rare images from the author’s estate.

New York Herald Tribune Book Review
American Book Publishing Record Cumulative, 1970-1974
#1 New York Times Bestseller OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK “Extraordinary.”
—Stephen King “This book is not simply the great American novel; it’s the great
novel of las Americas. It’s the great world novel! This is the international story of
our times. Masterful.” —Sandra Cisneros También de este lado hay sueños. On this
side, too, there are dreams. Lydia Quixano Pérez lives in the Mexican city of
Acapulco. She runs a bookstore. She has a son, Luca, the love of her life, and a
wonderful husband who is a journalist. And while there are cracks beginning to
show in Acapulco because of the drug cartels, her life is, by and large, fairly
comfortable. Even though she knows they’ll never sell, Lydia stocks some of her alltime favorite books in her store. And then one day a man enters the shop to
browse and comes up to the register with a few books he would like to buy—two of
them her favorites. Javier is erudite. He is charming. And, unbeknownst to Lydia,
he is the jefe of the newest drug cartel that has gruesomely taken over the city.
When Lydia’s husband’s tell-all profile of Javier is published, none of their lives will
ever be the same. Forced to flee, Lydia and eight-year-old Luca soon find
themselves miles and worlds away from their comfortable middle-class existence.
Instantly transformed into migrants, Lydia and Luca ride la bestia—trains that
make their way north toward the United States, which is the only place Javier’s
reach doesn’t extend. As they join the countless people trying to reach el norte,
Lydia soon sees that everyone is running from something. But what exactly are
they running to? American Dirt will leave readers utterly changed. It is a literary
achievement filled with poignancy, drama, and humanity on every page. It is one
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of the most important books for our times. Already being hailed as "a Grapes of
Wrath for our times" and "a new American classic," Jeanine Cummins's American
Dirt is a rare exploration into the inner hearts of people willing to sacrifice
everything for a glimmer of hope.

Armed Forces Journal
Set against the backdrop of imperial Russia, this tale of forbidden romance is the
stuff of a great historical novel. It presents the account of the love between Count
Nicholas Sheremetev, Russia's richest aristocrat, and Praskovia Kovalyova, his serf
and the greatest opera diva of her time.

Mistreated
One of the key services librarians provide is helping readers find books they'll
enjoy. This "crash course" will furnish you with the basic, practical information you
need to excel at readers' advisory (RA) for adults and teens. • Serves as a
practical, down-to-earth, all-in-one introduction to a subject that is essential for
librarians working in the field • Summarizes the best practices of readers' advisory
service and the best tools for readers' advisors • Introduces tools for identifying
read-alikes and discusses new trends and approaches in readers' advisory •
Includes lists of the best sources for further reading for those who wish to delve
more deeply into a subject • Can serve as a text or manual for in-service training
or be used as supplementary reading in LIS courses

The Pearl Diver
The Plot Against America
Four Chinese-American siblings make an emotional journey to their ancestral home
in this novel from the Nobel and Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Good Earth.
Dr. Liang is a comfortably well-off professor of Confucian philosophy who fled China
because of the government’s crackdown on intellectuals. Now, settled in 1940s
New York, he believes in the notion of a pure and unchanging homeland. Under his
influence, Liang’s four grown children make the momentous decision to move to
China, despite having spent their whole lives in the United States. But as the
siblings try in various ways to adjust to a new place and culture, they learn that the
definition of home is far different from what they expected. Kinfolk is the involving
story of an American family and literary fiction of the highest order. The New York
Times–bestselling author of Dragon Seed, China Sky, and many other novels,
explores the complexities of immigration, multiculturalism, nationality, and the
primordial human longing to find our roots. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Pearl S. Buck including rare images from the author’s estate.

Pearl
The seventh book in Sujata Massey's Agatha and Macavity Award–winning mystery
series is a witty, suspenseful story that takes its young sleuth into the Washington
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DC restaurant world. A dazzling engagement ring and the promise of a fresh start
bring antiques dealer and sometime sleuth Rei Shimura to Washington, DC. But
just as she's starting to settle down –catching up with a long–lost cousin and
undertaking a lucrative commission furnishing a trendy Japanese restaurant nearby
– things begin to go haywire. First, her cousin vanishes from the restaurant's
opening–night party, and then Rei is drafted to help find a Japanese war bride who
disappeared 30 years earlier. The search for both missing women becomes
suspiciously linked, and along the way, Rei faces truths about herself that may
change her destiny – if she lives long enough.

The Good Earth
Shanghai, 1937. Pearl and May are two sisters from a bourgeois family. Though
their personalities are very different - Pearl is a Dragon sign, strong and stubborn,
while May is a true Sheep, adorable and placid - they are inseparable best friends.
Both are beautiful, modern and living a carefree life until the day their father tells
them that he has gambled away the family's wealth, and that in order to repay his
debts he must sell the girls as wives to two 'Gold Mountain' men: Americans. As
Japanese bombs fall on their beloved city, the two sisters set out on the journey of
a lifetime, one that will take them through the villages of southern China, in and
out of the clutches of brutal soldiers, and even across the ocean, through the
humiliation of an anti-Chinese detention centre to a new, married life in Los
Angeles's Chinatown. Here they begin a fresh chapter, despite the racial
discrimination and anti-Communist paranoia, because now they have something to
strive for: a young, American-born daughter, Joy. Along the way there are terrible
sacrifices, impossible choices and one devastating, life-changing secret, but
through it all the two heroines of this astounding new novel by Lisa See hold fast to
who they are - Shanghai girls.

George and Lizzie
The page-turning, heart-wrenching true story of one young woman willing to risk
her safety and even her life for a chance at freedom in the largest slave escape
attempt in American history. In 1848, thirteen-year-old Emily Edmonson, five of her
siblings, and seventy other enslaved people boarded the Pearl under cover of night
in Washington, D.C., hoping to sail north to freedom. Within a day, the schooner
was captured, and the Edmonsons were sent to New Orleans to be sold into even
crueler conditions. Passenger on the Pearl is the story of this thwarted escape, of
the ramifications of its attempt, and of a family for whom freedom was the ultimate
goal. Through an engaging narrative, informative sidebars, and more than fifty
period photographs and illustrations, Winifred Conkling takes readers on Emily
Edmonson’s journey from enslaved person to teacher at a school for African
American young women. Conkling illuminates a turbulent time in American history,
showing the daily lives of enslaved people, the often-changing laws affecting them,
the high cost of a failed escape, and the stories of slave traders and abolitionists.

A Very Stable Genius
Presents a tribute to the life and work of the author known for her books portraying
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ordinary life in China, covering her fundamentalist upbringing, witness to the Boxer
Rebellion, and two marriages.

Pearl Buck in China
They Called Us Enemy
Follows the life of six-year-old Jean-Luc during the Depression, living with his little
sister and young mother after being abandoned by his con-artist father.

The American Pearl
In prose as magical and intricate as the tale it tells, Timothée de Fombelle delivers
an unforgettable story of a first love that defines a lifetime. Joshua Pearl comes
from a world that we no longer believe in — a world of fairy tale. He knows that his
great love waits for him there, but he is stuck in an unfamiliar time and place — an
old-world marshmallow shop in Paris on the eve of World War II. As his memories
begin to fade, Joshua seeks out strange objects: tiny fragments of tales that have
already been told, trinkets that might possibly help him prove his own story before
his love is lost forever. Sarah Ardizzone and Sam Gordon translate the original
French into a work both luminous and layered, enabling Timothée de Fombelle’s
modern fairy tale to thrum with magic. Brimming with romance and history,
mystery and adventure, this ode to the power of memory, storytelling, and love will
ensnare any reader’s imagination, and every reader’s heart.

The Hidden Flower
A New York Times Bestseller Words can bleed. In 1865 Boston, the literary
geniuses of the Dante Club—poets and Harvard professors Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, and James Russell Lowell, along with
publisher J. T. Fields—are finishing America’s first translation of The Divine Comedy
and preparing to unveil Dante’s remarkable visions to the New World. The powerful
Boston Brahmins at Harvard College are fighting to keep Dante in obscurity,
believing that the infiltration of foreign superstitions into American minds will
prove as corrupting as the immigrants arriving at Boston Harbor. The members of
the Dante Club fight to keep a sacred literary cause alive, but their plans fall apart
when a series of murders erupts through Boston and Cambridge. Only this small
group of scholars realizes that the gruesome killings are modeled on the
descriptions of Hell’s punishments from Dante’s Inferno. With the lives of the
Boston elite and Dante’s literary future in America at stake, the Dante Club
members must find the killer before the authorities discover their secret. Dr. Oliver
Wendell Holmes and an outcast police officer named Nicholas Rey, the first black
member of the Boston police department, must place their careers on the line to
end the terror. Together, they discover that the source of the murders lies closer to
home than they ever could have imagined. The Dante Club is a magnificent blend
of fact and fiction, a brilliantly realized paean to Dante’s continued grip on our
imagination, and a captivating thriller that will surprise readers from beginning to
end. From the Hardcover edition.
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England in Literature
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